The ranking of decision-making units (DMUs) is one of the most significant issues in efficiency evaluation. However, the calculation results from the traditional Data envelopment analysis(DEA), method sometimes include multiple efficient DMUs or multiple DMUs with the same efficiency value, in which case the approach is weak in distinguishing among these DMUs. Therefore, this study proposes a DEA cross-efficiency ranking method based on the relative entropy evaluation method and the grey relational analysis method. First, the approach uses the cross-efficiency matrix as the decision matrix of multiple criteria decision-making (MCDM), and the relationship between DMU and the ideal solution is analyzed by the grey relational analysis method and the relative entropy evaluation method. Then, the degree of the criteria is determined by Shannon entropy, and the weighted grey correlation degree and the weighted relative entropy are obtained. Finally, with the comprehensive relative closeness degree between the DMU and the ideal solution, we can sort all the DMUs accordingly. In a comparative analysis, it shows that this method analyzes the similarity between DMUs and the ideal solution from the information distance and the similarity of the data sequence curve, and has certain advantages for analyzing the ranking of DMUs.
Introduction
In practical applications, the reasonable efficiency evaluation and ranking of decision-making units (DMUs)are of great significance for the comprehensive analysis of decision-makers. Data envelopment analysis (DEA), as introduced by Charnes et al. [1] , is a significant method for evaluating the relative efficiency of DMUs. It can evaluate the efficiency of the DMU and identify the DMU as efficient and inefficient. However, it lacks the power to further discriminate them. To overcome this problem, Sexton et al. [2] proposed cross-efficiency analysis method, which is an effective method to distinguish the performance among all DMUs. This method evaluates the efficiency of the DMU through self-assessment and peer assessment and ranks the DMUs by the aggregation cross efficiency scores. Therefore, the cross-evaluation method is widely utilized for ranking performances of the DMUs, but there still exist some disadvantages in many cases, such as the weights are not unique or the average cross efficiency may lose the association with weights, which cannot clearly provide the rules to help decision-makers improve their performance [3, 4] .
Multiple criteria decision making(MCDM) is a branch of decision-making theory which has been a significant and active research field [5] [6] [7] . In recent years, many multiple criteria decision-making methods have been proposed, such as AHP, TOPSIS, and GRA. Although DEA and MCDM are developed independently, many studies have shown that these methods can be combined with practical applications and leverage each other's interests [8] , such as in ranking performance of DMUs [5, [8] [9] [10] .
The relative entropy evaluation method is a popular method in decision-making, which introduces relative entropy into the TOPSIS method to measure the closeness to the ideal solution [11, 12] . Since the relative entropy is not the geometric distance between the two systems which improve the distinguishing of the points located on the vertical line, the relative entropy can accurately measure the degree of difference between the two systems [11] . Grey relational analysis is a very important system analysis method in grey system theory [13] . It can apply to some uncertain problems and imperfect systems [14, 15] . This method reflects the close relationship between systemic factors according to the degree of similarity or closeness of the sequence curve geometry, which can reflect the internal variation of each scheme well [16] [17] [18] .
Therefore, this study proposes a new DEA cross-efficiency ranking method based on relative entropy evaluation method and grey relational analysis method instead of the average cross efficiency. This method can analyze the cross-efficiency matrix through the perspective of multiple criteria decision-making(MCDM). First, the cross-efficiency matrix is analyzed by the two methods, the grey correlation method and the relative entropy TOPSIS method. Then the study also applies the Shannon entropy, which determines the weight of the criteria to get the weighted grey correlation degree and the weighted relative entropy between DMU and the ideal solution. Finally, we can get the results of ranking DMUs based on the comprehensive relative closeness values between DMUs and the ideal solution. This method analyzes the similarity between DMUs and the ideal solution from the information distance and the similarity of the data sequence curve, and makes full use of the evaluation information of DMU in cross-efficiency matrix, which has certain analytical advantages for the ranking of DMUs.
In the sections that follow, the related literature is reviewed in Section 2. Section 3 briefly reviews the DEA cross-efficiency evaluation. Section 4 proposes the weighted grey correlation analysis and the weighted relative entropy evaluation method, and constructs a cross-efficiency ranking method based on these methods. Section 5 analyzes two examples to illustrate the approach proposed in this study. Some conclusions of this paper are presented in Section 6.
Literature Review
Data envelopment analysis(DEA) is a non-parametric method for evaluating the efficiency of a group of homogeneous DMUs with multiple inputs and outputs [4] . Since Charnes et al. [1] developed the CCR model in 1978, DEA methods have been widely used in various fields [19] [20] [21] . However, there may be multiple effective units or multiple DMUs with the same efficiency value in many DEA applications, in which case the approach cannot further distinguish among these DMUs, so the overall ranking for the DMUs cannot be achieved intuitively. To solve this problem, Sexton et al. [2] proposed to introduce peer evaluation into efficiency evaluation, this method can better overcome the shortcomings of self-evaluation in the CCR model. And with the average cross-efficiency value, it provided a ranking for all DMUs. Since these advantages, the cross-efficiency evaluation has been widely implemented in various fields, such as environmental performance assessment [22] , the optimal selection of suppliers [23] .
However, this method still has some areas to be further improved and there are also many theoretical studies about the cross-efficiency evaluation [24] . These approaches for cross-efficiency evaluation mainly focus on the instability of cross-efficiency evaluation values. For instance, Doyle et al. [25] developed two improvement models based on benevolent and aggressive strategies. Wang et al. [26] proposed a neutral DEA model that overcomes the difficulty of the choice between the aggressive and benevolent model of Doyle et al. [25] , and also achieved a full ranking for all the DMUs. Liang et al. [27] presented a game cross-efficiency approach to get a reasonable cross-efficiency value. Wu et al. [28] developed a DEA cross-efficiency model based on Pareto improvement, which makes the cross-efficiency values for the DMUs closer to Pareto optimality. Wang et al. [29] proposed a secondary goal for DEA cross-efficiency method, in which the weights are determined by the distance to the virtual ideal DMU and non-ideal DMU.
Besides the above research approaches, another research direction is an integrated method for cross-efficiency values. Wu et al. [30] considered the link between self-evaluation and peer evaluation and introduced entropy weight into cross-efficiency evaluation to eliminate the average hypothesis. Song et al. [31] proposed a variance coefficient method based on Shannon entropy to determine the weight, which improved the idea of Wu et al. [30] . Song et al. [32] proposed a cross efficiency matrix that integrates the efficiency of MAX and MIN models, and Shannon entropy is applied to efficiency aggregation. Lee et al. [33] considered that different cross-efficiency assessment models may provide different information and integrate the efficiencies for different DEA models by the entropy weight.
These studies are based on the weighted average integration research for the traditional average cross-efficiency value. In addition, there is a ranking method combined with the MCDM method instead of the average cross-efficiency scores. Many studies have shown that these methods can be combined with practical applications and leverage each other's interests [8] . For example, Wu et al. [34] presented an improved TOPSIS method and used it to rank the cross-efficiency of DMUs. Jahanshahloo et al. [35] proposed a new super-efficient method based on the TOPSIS method to rank the cross-efficiency of DMUs and extend it to the case where data are interval. Lotfi et al. [36] proposed a new ranking method based on DEA and TOPSIS efficient decision units that only rank efficient DMUs. Rakhshan et al. [8] proposed a new TOPSIS-DEA method to rank efficient DMUs, and discussed the properties and advantages of the proposed method. An et al. [37] proposes a comprehensive ranking of DMU in combination with DEA and AHP.
Therefore, this study proposes a new DEA cross-efficiency ranking method based on relative entropy evaluation method and grey relational analysis method. The approach combines the characteristics of the two methods to determine the relative closeness. It shows that the similarity between DMUs and the ideal solution from the information distance and the similarity of the data sequence curve, and makes full use of the evaluation information of DMU in cross-efficiency matrix, so this method has certain analytical advantages for the ranking of DMUs.
DEA Cross-Efficiency Evaluation
Suppose there are n DMUs to be evaluated with m inputs and s outputs, let x p = (x 1p , x 2p , . . . , x mp ) T be the inputs vector of the p-th DMU, y p = (y 1p , y 2p , . . . , y sp ) T is the outputs vector of the p-th DMU, and they are all positive.
For each DMU p (p = 1, 2, . . . , n), the efficiency value can be measured by the following CCR model,
where ν ip (i = 1, 2, . . . , m) and µ rp (r = 1, 2, . . . , s) denote the weights of the m inputs and s outputs, respectively, for DMU p . After calculating model (1), ν * 1p , ν * 2p , . . . , ν * mp , µ * 1p , µ * 2p , . . . , µ * sp is a group of optimal weights for DMU p . And the optimal efficiency value θ * p of DMU p can be obtained. For DMU p , the peer evaluation is as follows.
where θ pk is the k-cross efficiency of DMU p indicates that the DMU is evaluated by DMU k . Therefore, the following cross-efficiency matrix can be constructed.
According to the idea of Sexton et al. [2] , the average cross-efficiency of DMU p is E cross p = 1 n n k=1 E pk , p = 1, 2, . . . , n.
Cross-Efficiency Ranking Method Based on Grey Correlation Degree and Relative Entropy
It can be observed that the sets of weights are provided by DMUs are the criteria for ranking in cross-efficiency analysis. Therefore, ranking of DMUs by these criteria, is in fact, an MCDM problem, and each MCDM refers to making preference decisions over the available alternatives that are characterized by multiple criteria [35] . Now, suppose there are n DMUs, n evaluation criteria, and the cross-efficiency matrix is regarded as the decision matrix, thus the structure of the alternative performance matrix is depicted in Table 1 . In this section, we will analyze the cross-efficiency matrix by integrating the grey relational analysis method with the relative entropy evaluation method. 
DEA Cross-Efficiency Based on Grey Correlation Degree
The grey system theory was developed by Deng [13] , which is a very typical system analysis method. The idea of the grey correlation system method is to calculate the correlation coefficient between each criterion and the best performance, and then compare the degree of correlation between standard objects and all evaluation object [16] [17] [18] . According to the grey correlation degree, the concrete steps for analyzing the cross-efficiency matrix are the following.
Step 1. Normalize the cross-efficiency matrix as Formula (5).
Therefore, we can obtain the normalized data matrix as
e 11 e 12 · · · e 1n e 21 e 22 · · · e 2n . . .
Step 2. Determine the ideal solution as follows,
where T 1 is the set of benefit attributes, T 2 is the set of cost attributes.
Step 3. Construct the grey correlation degree matrix as Formula (8).
where ρ is the distinguishing coefficient, the usual value range is 0~1. In most situations, take ρ = 0.5. The grey correlation degree matrix can be constructed as follows.
Step 4. For DMU i , the grey correlation degree between it and the ideal solution can be expressed as
where ω j , ( j = 1, 2, . . . , n) is the weight of j-the criteria. Obviously, the larger the ς + i mean DMU i and the ideal solution are highly related. Hence, the bigger the ς + i value, the better the DMU i is. And the best DMU is the one with the largest grey correlation degree to the ideal solution.
DEA Cross-Efficiency Based on Relative Entropy
The relative entropy evaluation method was proposed by Zhao et al. [11] , which is a MCDM method that combines relative entropy [38] with TOPSIS method. The method uses the relative entropy to measure the relative distance between the evaluated scheme and the ideal scheme, and the relative closeness degree is applied to identify order relations among all schemes [11, 12] . Next, we propose the weighted relative entropy evaluation method to analyze the cross-efficiency matrix, the concrete steps are as follows:
Step 2. Determine the ideal solution as Formula (7). According to the relative entropy evaluation method [32, 33] , the relative entropy between the ideal solution and DMU i can be expressed as follows.
Step3. Calculate the weighted relative entropy degree between DMU i and the ideal solution by Formula (12) .
where ω j , ( j = 1, 2, . . . , n) is the weight of j-th criteria.
It is clearly shown that the smaller the d * i mean the smaller distance between DMU i and the ideal solution. Therefore, the smaller the d * i value, the better the DMU i is. And the best DMU is the one with the smallest relative entropy value to the ideal solution.
Weights of Criteriasbased on Entropy
In fact, each criterion provides different information in a MCDM problem. Shannon entropy is an effective measurement when applying evaluation in uncertainty decision-making processes. According to the idea of Shannon entropy [39] , the following applies Shannon entropy to analyze the cross-efficiency matrix.
Therefore, the entropy of the j-th criteria is defined as:
where
Thus, the weight ω j of the j-th criteria is calculated by Formula (14).
And n j=1 ω j = 1.
Therefore, the weights set of the criteria is obtained as ω= (ω 1 , ω 2 , . . . , ω n ).
DEA Cross-Efficiency Ranking Method Based on Grey Correlation Degree and Relative Entropy
In this work, we construct a cross-efficiency method based on combining the grey relational analysis method with the relative entropy evaluation method. According to the above steps of grey relational analysis method and relative entropy evaluation method, the corresponding weighted grey correlation degree and the weighted relative entropy are calculated. Now, normalize them as follows.
As can be seen from Formula (15), the larger C i and D * i mean DMU i is closer to the ideal solution. Thus, combined determined dimensionless grey correlation degree and relative entropy by the following Formula (16) .
where α + β = 1, α and β reflect the preference degree of the decision-maker to grey correlation degree and relative entropy, respectively. Finally, determine the rank of all DMUs on the basis of their comprehensive relative closeness from the ideal solution. According to the result of S i , the bigger the comprehensive relative closeness degree is, the better the DMU i is. Hence, the best DMU is the one with the biggest comprehensive relative closeness to the ideal solution.
Example
In this section, to illustrate the method proposed in this paper, we examine two examples in order to provide a ranking for DMUs.
Example1
Meng et al. [40] provide a small example, which presents data for six recent road construction projects with three inputs and three outputs, as Table 2 shows (the data taken from Meng et al. [40] ), where inputs are investment return period, amount of investment, network adaptability, and outputs are network structure, surroundings environmental harmonizing, society needs. Next, we will analyze the efficiency of six recent road construction projects. After calculating the CCR model, the cross-efficiency matrix is listed in Table 3 . According to the cross-efficiency matrix, the elements in the diagonal are the CCR efficiency scores of DMUs, which can be seen as a self-evaluation. Table 3 reports DMU 2 , DMU 3 , DMU 4 are all efficient DMUs. Thus, in order to further distinguish between these DMUs, we analyze the cross-efficiency matrix by our proposed approach.
Step 1. Normalize the cross-efficiency matrix. We can obtain the normalized matrix as follows. 
Step 2. Determine the ideal solution as Formula (7) . Step 3. Construct the grey correlation matrix between DMU and the ideal solution. According to the grey correlation analysis, we can obtain the grey correlation matrix by Formula (8) as follows. 
Step 4. Calculate the weights set of criteria. The weight ω j of the j-th criteria is calculated by Formula (13) and (14), so we can get the weights set as follows.
ω= (ω 1 , ω 2 , ω 3 , ω 4 , ω 5 , ω 6 ) = (0.0825, 0.1025, 0.3137, 0.2510, 0.0847, 0.1656).
Step 5. Calculate the grey correlation degree between the DMU and the ideal solution is as follows.
From the results of the grey correlation degree, ς + 2 is the largest of them, which denotes DMU 2 is highly relevant to the ideal solution, ς + 1 is the smallest of them, showing that the correlation between DMU 1 and the ideal solution is small.
Step 6. Calculate the relative entropy between DMU and the ideal solution. According to Formula (12), the weighted relative entropy between each DMU and the ideal solution is
From the values of the relative entropy, d * 2 is the smallest of them, which shows that DMU 2 is closer to the ideal solution than other DMUs. d * 5 is the biggest of them, showing that DMU 5 is farther away from the ideal solution than others.
Step 7. Normalize ς + i and d * i according to Formula (15) .
C + 1 = 0.4245, C + 2 = 1, C + 3 = 0.9553, C + 4 = 0.8814, C + 5 = 0.4422, C + 6 = 0.6201, D * 1 = 0.0032, D * 2 = 1, D * 3 = 0.0911, , D * 4 = 0.0481, D * 5 = 0.0029, D * 6 = 0.0123. Further, by integrating grey correlation degree with relative entropy by Formula(16),we can get the results as follows.
Through the calculation of grey relative degree and relative entropy, first, it can be found that the effective unit is further distinguished, DMU 2 is the most relevant to the ideal solution, and DMU 3 and DMU 4 are inferior to DMU 2 . Then, with the TOPSIS results as shown in Table 4 , it indicates that the efficiency trends based on relative entropy evaluation method and TOPSIS are consistent, but the efficiency change based on relative entropy is more obvious, which is more convincing. Combined with the grey correlation degree, the data similarity analysis can fully reflect the data situation change and geometric similarity. Finally, it can be concluded that all DMUs are ranked as DMU 2 > DMU 3 > DMU 4 > DMU 6 > DMU 5 > DMU 1 .
In order to assess the ranking merits of our proposed method, we apply different methods to rank DMUs. All the ranking results are listed in Table 4 . Table 4 reports that the CCR efficiencies, the rankings provided by the three different models and our proposed method, from which it is seen that there are three efficient DMUs in the CCR efficiency that cannot be further discriminated, where as our proposed approach provides the ranking result of DMUs. And the ranking result is identical to the three methods, the average cross-efficiency, benevolent method, and our proposed method, the ranking is DMU 2 > DMU 3 >DMU 4 > DMU 6 > DMU 5 > DMU 1 .
However, the TOPSIS method by Wu et al. [26] results in a different ranking for some DMU in the six DMUs, such as the worst DMU is DMU 5 instead of DMU 1 . By comparing the results, we find that the closeness results based on relative entropy are the same as TOPSIS, and DMU 1 is closer to the ideal solution than DMU 5 . However, by analyzing the grey correlation degree, it is found that the DMU 5 is more related to the ideal solution from the similarity of the sequence curve. Moreover, as shown in Table 3 , the DMU 5 is better than the DMU 1 under various standards. Therefore, with comprehensive information, DMU 5 is preferable to DMU 1 .
Example 2
Shang and Sueyoshi [41] provide an example, where they describe data for the technology of manufacturing systems with two inputs and four outputs, as Table 5 shows (the data taken from Shang and Sue Yoshi [41] , Wu et al. [30] ). Inputs are the annual operating and depreciation cost (in units of $100,000), the floor space requirements of each specific system (in thousands of square feet). Outputs are the improvements in qualitative benefits (%), work in the process reduced (10) , the average number of tardy jobs reduced (%) and the average yield increased (100) [30] . Next, we will analyze the efficiency of these DMUs. The cross-efficiency matrix is calculated by the CCR model, as shown in Table 6 . The cross-efficiency matrix shows that the elements in the diagonal are the CCR efficiency scores of DMUs, which can be seen as a self-evaluation. Table 6 shows DMU 1 , DMU 2 , DMU 4 , DMU 5 , DMU 6 , DMU 7 , DMU 9 are all efficient DMUs. It is impossible to achieve a full ranking for all the DMUs. Thus, in order to get the ranking of all DMUs, we analyze the cross-efficiency matrix by our proposed approach.
Step 2. Determining the ideal solution as follows, Step 3. Construct the grey correlation degree matrix between DMU and the ideal solution.
According to the grey correlation analysis, we can calculate the correlation degree between each DMU and the ideal solution as Formula (8) and construct the grey correlation degree matrix as follows. 
Step 4. Calculate the weights set of all criteria. The weight ω j of the j-th criteria is calculated by Formulas (13) and (14), so we can get the weights set as follows.
ω= (ω 1 , ω 2 , ω 3 , ω 4 , ω 5 , ω 6 , ω 7 , ω 8 , ω 9 , ω 10 , ω 11 , ω 12 = (0.1014, 0.0356, 0.0843, 0.0233, 0.4111, 0.0626, 0.1077, 0.0187, 0.0666, 0.0360, 0.0296, 0.0233)
Step 5. Calculate the grey correlation degree between each DMU and the ideal solution. The weighted grey correlation degrees between each DMU and the ideal solution by Formula (10) are
From the results of the grey correlation degree, ς + 5 is the largest of them indicate that DMU 5 is more similar to the ideal solution, ς + 9 is the smallest of them indicate that the similarity between DMU 9 and the ideal solution is smaller than others.
Step 6. Calculate the relative entropy between each DMU and the ideal solution. According to the relative entropy, the weighted relative entropy between each DMU and the ideal solution is as follows.
From the score of the relative entropy, d * 5 is the smallest of them, which shows that DMU 5 is closer to the ideal solution than other DMUs. d * 9 is the biggest of them, showing that the similarity between DMU 9 and the ideal solution is smaller than others.
C + 1 = 0.7501, C + 2 = 0.7171, C + 3 = 0.9057, C + 4 = 0.8520, C + 5 = 1.0000, C + 6 = 0.8677, C + 7 = 0.9411, C + 8 = 0.7256, C + 9 = 0.5177, C + 10 = 0.6607, C + 11 = 0.7163, C + 12 = 0.6962. D * 1 = 0.0151, D * 2 = 0.0121, D * 3 = 0.1944, D * 4 = 0.0854, D * 5 = 1.0000, D * 6 = 0.0817, D * 7 = 0.2289, D * 8 = 0.0153, D * 9 = 0.0007, D * 10 = 0.0100, D * 11 = 0.0121, D * 12 = 0.0185. By combining determined grey correlation degree and relative entropy by Formula (16), we can get the results as follows.
S + 1 = 0.3826, S + 2 = 0.3646, S + 3 = 0.5501, S + 4 = 0.4687, S + 5 = 1.0000, S + 6 = 0.4747, S + 7 = 0.5850, S + 8 = 0.3704, S + 9 = 0.2592, S + 10 = 0.3353, S + 11 = 0.3642, S + 12 = 0.3574.
According to the calculation of grey relative degree and relative entropy, first, it can be found that the effective unit is further distinguished, DMU 5 is the most relevant to the ideal solution, and DMU 1 , DMU 2 , DMU 4 , DMU 6 , DMU 7 , DMU 9 are inferior to DMU 5 . Then, with the TOPSIS results, as shown in Table 4 , it reports that the efficiency trends based on relative entropy and TOPSIS evaluation are consistent, but the efficiency change based on relative entropy is more obvious, which is more convincing. In addition, it can be observed that from the perspective of relative entropy, d * 4 = 0.0020, d * 6 = 0.0021, the closeness of the two DMUs is similar. However, the degree of discrimination between DMU 6 and DMU 4 is large by grey correlation analysis, and DMU 6 is obviously closer to the ideal solution than DMU 4 . Therefore, the evaluation result obtained from the comprehensive closeness is obviously improved, and the gap between DMU 4 and DMU 6 is increased. Finally, after comprehensive consideration, the ranking of all the DMUs is DMU 5 > DMU 7 >DMU 3 > DMU 6 > DMU 4 > DMU 1 > DMU 8 > DMU 2 > DMU 11 > DMU 12 > DMU 10 > DMU 9 .
In order to assess the ranking merits of our proposed method, we apply different methods to rank DMUs, the ranking results of DMUs are listed in Table 7 . (2) 8 0.96143 (10) 0.85669 (7) 0.72654 (9) 0.93078 (7) 0.00006 (7) 0.37042 (7) 9 1.00000 (1) 0.61283 (12) 0.57374 (12) 0.74874 (12) 0.00115 (12) 0.25920 (12) 10 0.95355 (11) 0.77118 (10) 0.63194 (11) 0.81473 (10) 0.00050 (10) 0.33534 (11) 11 0.98314 (8) 0.83198 (9) 0.73947 (7) 0.90770 (9) 0.00011 (9) 0.36420 (9) 12 0.80117 (12) 0.75585 (11) 0.66812 (10) 0.77344 (11) 0.00058 (11) 0.35738 (10) Table 7 shows that seven DMUs were identified as efficient DMUs by the CCR efficiency scores, which cannot be further discriminated. It also appears that the ranking results of DMUs from these methods are different. Interestingly, the results show that the ranking results of several DMUs remain relatively stable, such as DMU 8 , DMU 9 , DMU 11 . Therefore, it is clear that DMU 9 is an efficient DMU by the CCR efficiency scores, where as all the ranking results in Table 7 unanimously indicate that DMU 9 performs worst of the 12 DMUs.
In addition, the ranking result of our proposed method is closer to those of the TOPSIS method (Wu et al. [26] ). By comparing the results of the two methods, we find that the order of some DMUs is different, such as DMU 10 and DMU 12 .The rank of DMU 12 is higher than DMU 10 in the relative entropy and grey correlations. Furthermore, as shown in Table 6 , DMU 12 is better than DMU 10 under most of the standards. Therefore, considering the comprehensive information, DMU 12 is superior to DMU 10 .
Conclusions
This paper proposes a DEA cross-efficiency ranking method based on grey correlation degree and relative entropy evaluation method. This method considers the efficiency value ordering problem of decision-making unit as a MCDM problem. First, the relationship between DMU and the ideal solution are analyzed by the grey relational analysis method and the relative entropy evaluation method. Then, the study also applies the Shannon entropy, which determines the weights of criteria to get the weighted grey correlation and the weighted relative entropy between DMU and the ideal solution. With the comprehensive relative closeness degree of each DMU, we can sort all the DMUs accordingly. As seen from the results of two examples, the approach combines the characteristics of the two methods to determine the relative closeness, which makes the analysis problem more comprehensive. Moreover, considering the mutual evaluation information about DMU through Shannon entropy, it can accurately reflect the actual situation, so that the method can offer an effective full ranking of DMUs.
